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To ensure that transport guests through the historic complexes, special events or

excursions are ideal passenger trailer model electric Trailer PP-6. Also, the semi-trailer for

the electric car can be used for transportation of guests at exhibitions, on infrastructure

facilities, in Park areas, hotel complexes or within sanatoriums. Semi-trailer for electric

vehicle has a spacious cabin, comfortable seats, panoramic roof to improve the view from

the cabin.

Localization of production in Russia is 99%

Trailer РР-6
Price from 798 034 ₽



Total information

Vehicle type in Russia Passenger trailer

Vehicle type in Europe and USA Low Speed Vehicle (LSV)

Seating 6

Producing country Russia

Produced with 2019

Chassis

Frame 
Spatial aluminum frame Alu-F 

with additional protective coating

Body parts ABS plastic

Real parts Embossed aluminum 

Real suspension Independent spring

Performance

Voltage on Board 12 V

Dimensions

Length 3950 mm|155,5 in

Overall width (without mirrors ) 1420 mm|55,9 in

Height 1850 mm|72,8 in

Ground standard clearance 200 mm|7,9 in

Wheel track 1210 mm|47,6 in

Tires 185/60R14

Wheels 6jx14

Weight

Dry weight (without battery) 250 kg|551,3 lbs

Vehicle capacity weight 450 kg|992,3 lbs

Full mass 700 kg|1543,5 lbs

Trailer PP-6
Technical specification

Basic configuration

Exterior

 Body color - white

 Frame color - black

 Roof color - white

 Back Color - Unpainted Aluminum

 Triplex windshield

 Alloy wheels R14 ”model Desing X1

 Summer tires 185/60 R14 ”Viatti Strada Asimmetriсo

 The back is equipped with a double passenger sofa

Interior

 Parprise color - black

 Upholstery color - gray

 Three-point automatic belts safety

 Seat Belt Color - Black

 Passenger Safety Handles

 Eco-leather upholstery



Service information

 Hitch

 Built-in charger

 Manual

 Passport

 24 months warranty

Additional option

Exterior

 Body color - in stock

 Frame color - in stock

 Roof color - in stock

 Back color - in stock

 Soft doors

 R14 ”and R16” alloy wheels - in stock

 LED RGB bottom lighting

 Awning cover parking

Interior

 Parprise color - in stock

 Upholstery color - in stock

 Color of seat belts - in stock

 Logos on the seat belt

 Additional armrests

 Rear glazing

 A roof with a panoramic view
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